Thuono®
Heart Passion Sport

2013/14 Made in Italy
2013 – 14 Lines:

- Black Cave Fiber (Thermal (Performance Line))
- Black Bioceramic (Bioceramic Loop Line)
- Colored U.V. Resistant inserts (Performance / Bioceramic Lines, Skirts, Shirts)
- Colored Glitter inserts (Performance / Bioceramic Lines, Skirts, Shirts)
- Technical extra soft Velvet (Thuono Classic Line)

Colored inserts Options:

[Images of different color options]

- Glitter Fantasy Rosa
- Glitter Fantasy Verde
- Glitter Fantasy Azzurro
- Black Glitter
- Baia
- Smile
- Fluo Granate
- Psyco Red
- Clematis
- Zaffiro
- Bright Violet
- Black

Note: reference colors only, the real colors could appear different from the printed catalogue or from the color shown on your monitor – Never iron the glitter inserts, respect the washing instruction printed on the labels!

Thuono, is occupied with the constant and continuous improvement of its products and services, and reserves the exclusive right to modify, completely or in part, their products/services, their descriptions, and/or their technical-functional characteristics without first furnishing written communication. The characteristics of the purchased product refer to that described in the relative order confirmation.
Pantaloni – Trousers – штаны
Item: Pantalone Performance Smile – Performance Trousers Smile
Item: Pantalone Performance Psyco Red – Performance Trousers Psyco Red
Item: Pantalone Performance Fluo Granate—Performance Trousers Fluo Granate
Item: Pantalone Performance Zaffiro – Performance Trousers Zaffiro
Item: Pantalone Performance Clematis – Performance Trousers Clematis
Item: Pantalone Performance Glitter Fantasy Verde – Performance trousers Glitter Fantasy Verde
Item: Pantalone Performance Glitter Fantasy Rosa – Performance Trousers Glitter Fantasy Rosa
Item: Pantalone Performance Glitter Fantasy Azzurro – Performance Trousers Glitter Fantasy Azzurro
Item: Pantalone Performance Black Glitter – Performance Trousers Black Glitter

(note: black glitter inserts available also for the performance Jacket)
Item: Pantalone Performance Rainbow R – Performance Trousers Rainbow R
Item: Pantalone Performance Rainbow B – Performance Trousers Rainbow B
Item: Pantalone Performance Rainbow P – Performance Trousers Rainbow P
Bioceramic Loop Colored inserts Options:

- Glitter Fantasy Rosa
- Glitter Fantasy Verde
- Glitter Fantasy Azzurro
- Black Glitter
- Baia
- Smile
- Fluo Granate
- Psyco Red
- Clematis
- Zaffiro
- Bright Violet
- Black

Thuono Bioceramic is the lighter Thuono’s figure skating line, made with bioceramic, one of the most advanced sport fabric in the market.

- Total protection: shields against harmful UV-A and UV-B ultraviolet rays
- Active heat barrier: stays cool for longer under the sun and during sports activities
- Excellent insulation: bio-ceramic fibres protect against the cold
- FIR emission: the rays stimulate the microcirculatory system and boost the metabolism

Item: Bioceramic loop trousers Clematis
Item: Pantaloni Bioceramic Loop Smile – Bioceramic Loop Trousers Smile
Item: Pantalone Bioceramic Loop Fluo Granate – Bioceramic Loop Trousers Fluo Granate
Item: Pantalone Bioceramic Loop Baia – Bioceramic Loop Trousers Baia
Item: Pantalone Bioceramic Loop Psyco Red – Bioceramic Loop Trousers Psyco Red
Shorts—шорты

Shorts Colored inserts Options:

- Glitter Fantasy Rosa
- Glitter Fantasy Verde
- Glitter Fantasy Azzurro
- Black Glitter

- Baia
- Smile
- Fluo Granate
- Psyco Red
- Clematis
- Zaffiro
- Bright Violet
- Black
Item: Performance Shorts Smile (available only with crystal zip)
Item: Performance Shorts Baia (available only with crystal zip)
Item: Performance Shorts Psyco Red (available only with crystal zip)
On all Performance shorts we can apply the new crystal heart!
Item: Performance Shorts Fluo-Granate
Bioceramic Loop Shorts Colored inserts Options:

- Glitter Fantasy Rosa
- Glitter Fantasy Verde
- Glitter Fantasy Azzurro
- Black Glitter

- Baia
- Smile
- Fluo Granate
- Psyco Red
- Clematis
- Zaffiro
- Bright Violet
- Black

- Total protection: shields against harmful UV-A and UV-B ultraviolet rays
- Active heat barrier: stays cool for longer under the sun and during sports activities
- Excellent insulation: bio-ceramic fibres protect against the cold
- FIR emission: the rays stimulate the microcirculatory system and boost the metabolism

Thuono Bioceramic is the lighter Thuono’s figure skating line, made with bioceramic, one of the most advanced sport fabric in the market.
Item: Bioceramic Loop Shorts Smile
Item: Bioceramic Loop Shorts Psyco Red
Giacche - Jackets

куртки

Shorts Colored inserts Options:

Glitter Fantasy Rosa                       Glitter Fantasy Verde                  Glitter Fantasy Azzurro
Black Glitter

Baia                    Smile             Fluo Granate         Psyco Red           Clematis            Zaffiro               Bright Violet             Black

NOTE: All the jackets can have on request the crystal zip
Item: Giacca Performance Zaffiro Strass Zip – Performance jacket Zaffiro Crystal Zip
normal zip available
Item: Giacca Performance Clematis Strass Zip – Performance jacket Clematis Crystal Zip
(normal zip available)
Item: Giacca Performance All Black Strass Zip – Performance jacket All Black Crystal Zip
Item: Giacca Performance Baia Strass Zip – Performance Jecket Baia Cristal Zip
Item: Giacca Performance Smile – Performance Jacket Smile
Item: Giacca Performance Psyco Red Strass Zip – Performance Jacket Psyco Red Cristal Zip
Item: Giacca Performance Rainbow R – Performance Jacket Rainbow R
Item: Giacca Performance Rainbow B Strass Zip – Performance Jacket Rainbow B Crystal Zip
Item: Giacca Performance Rainbow P Strass Zip – Performance Jacket Rainbow P Crystal Zip
Giacca Performance Glitter Fantasy Verde – Performance Jacket Glitter Fantasy Verde
Giacca Performance Glitter Fantasy Azzurro – Performance Jacket Glitter Fantasy Azzurro
Gonnellini - Skirts

юбки

Performance Thermal Skirts colored inserts options:
Item: Gonna Thermal Performance Baia – Performance Thermal Skirt Baia
Item: Gonna Thermal Performance Smile – Performance Thermal Skirt Smile
Item: Gonna Thermal Performance Flue Granate – Performance Thermal Skirt Fluo Granate
Slim Fit skirt ¾ circle colored options:

- Baia
- Smile
- Fluo Granate
- Psyco Red
- Clematis
- Zaffiro
- Bright Violet
- Black
Item: Gonna Slim Fit ¼ ruota Psyco Red - Slim Fit Skirt ¼ circle Psyco Red
Item: Gonna Slim Fit ¼ ruota Baia – Slim Fit Skirt ¼ circle Baia
Item: Gonna Slim Fit ¼ ruota Smile – Slim Fit Skirt ¼ circle Smile
Glitter Skirts ½ Circle and Glitter Glamour Tank
colored options:

Glitter Fantasy Rosa
Glitter Fantasy Verde
Glitter Fantasy Azzurro
Black Glitter
Items: Canotta Glamour Glitter Rosa + Gonna ½ Ruota Glitter Rosa
Glamour Tank Glitter Rosa + Skirt ½ circle Glitter Rosa
Item: Tank + Skirt Glitter Azzurro
Item: Tank + Skirt Glitter Verde
Glamour Tank base black with Glitter Inserts available with all the colored inserts
Bioceramic Shirts:

long sleeve / Sleeveless / Tank/T-Shirt

Bioceramic Shirts colored inserts options:

Glitter Fantasy Rosa
Glitter Fantasy Verde
Glitter Fantasy Azzurro
Black Glitter

Baia  Smile  Fluo Granate  Psyco Red  Clematis  Zaffiro  Bright Violet  Black
Item: Bioceramic T-Shirt Smile
Item: Bioceramic Shirt Sleeveless Fluo Granate
Bioceramic Leotard colored inserts options:

- Glitter Fantasy Rosa
- Glitter Fantasy Verde
- Glitter Fantasy Azzurro
- Black Glitter

- Baia
- Smile
- Fluo Granate
- Psyco Red
- Clematis
- Zaffiro
- Bright Violet
- Black
Item: Bioceramic Leotard Smile
Item: Bioceramic Leotard Baia
Item: Bioceramic Leotard Psyco Red
Item: Bioceramic Leotard Fluo Granate
Item: Performance Long Sleeves Smile + Baia
Item: Performance Long Sleeves Fluo Granate + Psyco Red
Performance Thermal dress colored inserts options:

- Glitter Fantasy Rosa
- Glitter Fantasy Verde
- Glitter Fantasy Azzurro
- Black Glitter
- Baia
- Smile
- Fluo Granate
- Psyco Red
- Clematis
- Zaffiro
- Bright Violet
- Black
Item: Performance Thermal Dress Psyco Red
All Colored Inserts are available!
Items: Fashion Velvet white Jacket crystal zip + Velvet white Skirt ¼ circle
Items: Fashion black Jacket Crystal Zip + Velvet Black Skirt ¼ circle
Items. Fashion Atlantic Velvet Jacket + Velvet Atlantic Skirt ¼ circle
Item: Long-Sleeve skin color Leotard
Item: Tights 80 den boot cover with crystals
available also in other version: stirrup – footless – regular with foot
all versions are available with or without crystals
“I have the simplest tastes. I am always satisfied with the best”

Oscar Wilde

Proudly Made in Italy

Update 01 July 2013

Thuono, is occupied with the constant and continuous improvement of its products and services, and reserves the exclusive right to modify, completely or in part, their products/services, their descriptions, and/or their technical-functional characteristics without first furnishing written communication. The characteristics of the purchased product refer to that described in the relative order confirmation.